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Highlights 2009
Professional
Systems and
Accessories

+
WELCOME
to a new
generation
of light

Who else these days can affirm to offer
products solely „MADE IN GERMANY“?
For over 60 years
our engineers are on
assignment for YOUR
dream of modern
photography and are not afraid to tread
new paths and define new boundaries.
In the time to come we whish you fun
and success with the new generation of
our studio generators, compact flashand halogen systems as well as with our
almost inexhaustible range of accessories.

02 . WELCOME

Performance class
200 Ws

Compact functionality in a timeless design.
COMPACT PLUS, the new 200 Ws. flash system ”Made in
Germany”. Especially developed for the special requirements
of ambitious amateur photographers, the COMPACT PLUS is
equipped with an intuitive control panel and reasonable features
for the intended areas of application like portraiture, productand document photography. High-quality electronic and

mechanical components guarantee an outstanding
long-life cycle and permanently constant output.
The outfit with the time proven P-bayonet mount
provides almost indefinite possibilities of composition
due to the wide range of available Multiblitz light
shapers.

+

COMPACT PLUS
Facts

+	Optical ready indication via halogen tube
+	Proportional modelling light with 60 W
+	Photocell/IR-receiver ON-OFF
+	Sync voltage: < 5 V
+	No noise level! Cooling via ventilation slots

+ P-bayonet mount
+	Weight: 0.97 kg
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+	Power Supply: 220–240 V I 110–130 V
+	Infinite Output control via 4 f-stops
(25-200 Ws)
+	Output control knob with precision
click-points
+	Flash duration from 1/970 sec.,
recycling time from 0.6 sec.
+	Open flash button (TEST)

Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.
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Performance classes
200 | 400 | 600 Ws

Time proven precision.
Only a compact flash like the PROFILUX deserves to be called
a true classic. Performing for more than a decade in studios
around the world, it has the reputation to be one of the most
reliable and proven compact flash units ever produced.

Reason enough to provide the PROFILUX Classic with a fresh
appearance. And that is all. Because we think reliable engineering should remain unaltered.

+

profilux classic
Facts

+ P
 roprotional modelling light with 75 W,
150 W or 250 W
+	Modelling light 100% ON-OFF
+	Modelling light ON-OFF
+	Photocelle/IR-receiver
+ P-bayonet mount
+	Weight: 1.7 kg I 1.85 kg I 2.3 kg
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+	Power Supply: 220–240 V. I 110–130 V
+	Infinite Output control via 4 f-stops
+	Flash duration from 1/1200 sec.,
recycle time from 0,4 sec.
+	Autodump
+	Open flash button (TEST)
+	Acoustiscal- and optical ready indication
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Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.

Performance classes
250 | 500 | 1000 | 1500 Ws

+

The compact flash system for the demanding professional.
Whoever wishes to bring light into digital photography these
days needs bright ideas, lots of talent, an outstanding camera
– and XENOLUX by Multiblitz, the versatile compact flash system
for todays´ professionals. Multiblitz presents its most sophisticated studio flash system with a new design. The XENOLUX
system offers four powerful performance classes: 250 | 500 |
1000 and 1500 Ws. Their easy-to-read control panel allows you
to vary the light output over five f-stops. Brief recycling times
with a minimum 0.4 sec. and flash durations up to 1/2100 sec.
are possible. The built-in photocell has two sensitivity settings to

allow for small rooms just as easily as for outdoor working
conditions. Additional useful features are plug-in flash tubes
and a halogen focusing light of 250 to 650 W. with separate
proportionality. Color temperature is stabilized with the XENOLUX-1000 and -1500 units. All flash units are fitted with the
time-tried patented V-type bayonet mount giving access to our
extensive line of light formers! As sophisticated as the XENOLUX
series may be, our engineers have not forgotten to make it highly
comfortable as well: Its cooling fan is hardly audible, and it can
be radio remote controlled by wireless. Typically Multiblitz!

+

XENOLUX
Facts

+	Power Supply: 220–240 V
+	Infinite Output control via 5 f-stops
+ Flash duration from 1/2100 sec.,
recycle time from 0,4 sec.
+ Photocell/IR-receiver ON-OFF
+ Photocell sensitivity switchable
+	Autodump

Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.

+	Stabilized color temperature
(XENOLUX -1000/-1500)
+	Also controllable with Mac OS and Windows
in conjunction with the LUXREM-RT radio
remote control
+ V-bayonet mount
+ weight: 2.8 kg I 3.1 kg I 3.9 kg I 4.6 kg
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Performance classes
1200 | 2400 | 3600 Ws

A class of its own.
The MAGNOLUX studio generator system with its 1200 I 2400
I 3600 Ws units impresses with an extremely consistent output.
The system is perfectly suited for all requirements of modern,
professional photography, wherever short recycling times, brief
flash durations and power are crucial. Due to special flash plugs
and illuminated function switches safe, fast and precise
operation is guaranteed with the MAGNOLUX generators. The
MALAX-40 and MALAX-24S flash heads are able to withstand
loads up to 4000 Ws. The MALAX-24S head is equipped with

Magnolux
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Facts

+ Power supply: 220-240 V
+	MAGNOLUX 1200 and MAGNOLUX 2400
with 2 flash head sockets
+	MAGNOLUX 3600 with 3 flash head sockets
+	Symmetrical and asymmetrical
power distribution
+ Continuosly variable output of each channel
for a multitude of asymmetric options
+	infinite output control :
MAGNOLUX- 1200/-2400: via 5 f-stops
MAGNOLUX-3600: via 7,5 f-stops
+ Flash duration from 1/2000 sec.,
recycling time from 0,4 sec. (MAGNOLUX-1200)
+ Photocell/IR-receiver ON-OFF
+	Stabilized color temperature

08 . flash systems

a special flash tube which is especially designed to reach
flash durations as brief as 1/3500 sec. A new member of
the MAGNOLUX family is the MARILA-PLUS ringflash with
up to 3600 Ws. of flash power and 200 W modeling light.
The compatibility with other Multiblitz generators and studio
monoblocs gives access to a highly versatile
flash system.

MALAX-40 / Malax-24S
for up to 4000 Ws, MALAX-24s with special flash tube for
extremely brief flash durations (1/3500 sec.)

+

+	Autodump
+	Sync “ IN and sync “THRU” Sockets
+	Inbuilt radio receiver
+	Also controllable with LUXREM-RT radio
remote control / Mac OS and Windows
+	MALAX-40 and MALAX-24S flash heads
with V-bayonet mount
+	Weight: 6.4 kg I 8.2 kg I 9.5 kg

Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.

marila-plus // Art. Nr 911150
für

+

The new powerful light head for the MAGNOLUX studio
generator series, now with 200 W modeling light.
With its detailed and direct light it is mainly
designed for the fashion studio. But it also applies
in commercial photography as an ideal lighting
tool for shadowless close-up photography of small
objects as for instance in medical- and industrial
macro photography.
The “basic“ ring provides detail rendering bare
flash quality, the large softlight diffusor provides
glossy magazine cover beauty shots. Due to the
outer positioning of the two powerful fans, a maximum cooling effect is achieved. This allows for an
almost endless number of flashes.

+

ringflash
Facts

+	Flashpower: 37,5 - 3600 Ws
+	Compatible generators: Magnolux 1200/-2400/-3600,
Magnolite series (until 2001).
+	Flash tube: Quartz, firmly mounted
+	Modeling light: 10 x 20 W (200 W), switch-/ and
adjustable
+	„Auto-Off“ Function to protect head
from overheating
+	Cooling:
Two temperature-sensitive fans

Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.

+	Cabel length: 5 m
+	Outer diameter: 230 mm
+	Inner diameter: 120 mm
+ Depth: 91 mm
+	Weight:
w/standard reflector and camera bracket: 2.3 kg
w/ portraiture reflector (incl. diffusor-screen)
and camera bracketg: 2.4 kg
+	Weight camera bracket: 0.5 kg
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of long continuance
Halogen classics
in a new guise…

Performance class
250 W

WATTS UP!
The newly designed DIGI X is the perfect light source in
combination with digital compact cameras, many of which
are not compatible with studio flash units for lack of a flash
terminal. These cameras are used every day by pros and
amateurs, graphic artists and designers. This is where the
DIGI X system comes in: 250 W halogen light, of course
equipped with an almost inaudible fan cooling for heavy-duty
professional use, plus a halogen tube with a self-locking
bayonet mount and 2000 hours of service life. The color
temperature is approx. 3000° K. Optimum color rendition and
exposure can be automatically or manually set with the cameras
“White Balance” and “Exposure Compensation” settings.

Digi X
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Facts

Creative lighting control guaranteed: The DIGI X is outfitted with
the p-type bayonet mount, it offers a wide range of genuine
interchangeable accessories from the COMPACT PLUS and
PROFILUX flash systems. Various DIGI X kit configurations are
available, assembled for different areas of application like
packshot and portraiture. The lightweight kits come in very
handy for “on location” work, also. They are optionally available
with either a soft case or a multifunctional backpack.

+

+	Power supply: 220–240 V I 110-130 V
+	Fan cooled
+	Halogen tube with 2000 hours of service life
+	Color temperature approx. 3000° K
+ P-bayonet mount
+ weight: 0.81 kg

10 . Halogen systems

Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.

Performance classes
650 | 1000 | 1250 W

+

High standard halogen light.
The PRO X system offers professional illumination for Photo
and Video. A PRO X halogen unit can optionally be equipped
with either a 650-, 1000- or1250 W halogen tube. A quite
running cooling fan supplies reliability for heavy-duty use.
Temperature stable 60x60- and 60 x 80 cm softboxes were
exclusively designed for the PRO X system and various
honeycomb- and „striplite“ inserts are available for creative
lighting accents. Of course, the PRO X system is being offered
in lightweight kits with two units, light stands and two 4-flap
barn doors, optionally delivered with a padded soft case or a
multifunctional backpack.

Pro X
Facts

+

+	Power supply: 220–240 V
+	Fan cooled
+	large choice of temperature-stable
light shapers
+	P-bayonet mount
+	Weight: 1.28 kg

Genuine Quality. Conceived, designed and manufactured in Germany.
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PROFESSIONAL
ACCESSORIES.
endless
possibilities.

Intriguing results are no witchcraft.
Our constantly growing accessory
programm offers almost endless
possibilities. There is no „No can do“!
MULTIBLITZ accessories conform to
highest quality standards as well as
functional design requirements.

12 . Professional Studio accessories
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Beauty-shot with “Ring“-Reflection in the models eyes. more about the Ringflash on page 9

A PROGLOB-25
	Lightball 360°, P-bayonet mount

Enlightenment included
When capturing captivating
moments you will always find
that you made the right decision
choosing the easy to handle and
convincing accessory program
by Multiblitz.

B COMDISC
Light enhancer, silver/gold, 56 cm
C COMFEX-40
	Mini-Softbox for
	COMPACT PLUS,
40 x 40 cm
D PROBEAU- / Ribeau-set
3 in 1 reflector for
P-/V-bayonet mount

WEWSOF
„Softscreen“ for soft beam
reflector COMWEW/RIREW and
Beauty Reflector PROBEAU/RIBEAU

Accessories for your creativity
Light shapers

A

B

C

D
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PREFLAX
Pre-Flash Eliminator

14 . Professional Studio accessories

Small system – with great possibilities
The so-called “ttl- or pre-flash” cannot be switched off in many semi-professional
as well as professional cameras, which inevitably leads to synchronisation problems
between the camera and the flash device.
MULTIBLITZ provides the solution to this problem: The PRE-FLASH ELIMINATOR.
With this handy unit an absolutely synchronous operation between a camera and the
COMPACT PLUS becomes possible, even with cameras that do neither have a flash
shoe for photocell- or radio-synchronisation nor a sync socket.

Size does matters
Our imposing octoboxes with diameters
from 120-254 cm are indispensable for
any kind of professional work. For maximum
creativity, diffusors and honeycomb inserts
can be combined as you wish.
NEW: PROFOC-120-R
(for P-bayonet) and RIFOC-120-R
(for V-bayonet) with honeycomb insert

OCWAN-120
Honeycomb insert for PROFOC-120-R
and RIFOC-120-R

PROFOC-120-R/RIFOC-120-R
Octobox „recessed“ for P-/V-bayonet mount

A Mulbox-90
	Light box for Packshots, 90 x 90 cm
B PROSTRIP-30
„Striplite“ for PROFILUX,
P-bayonet mount
X-TUR
„Striplite“ insert for PRO X softbox
X-FEX-80, 60 x 80 cm (no image)

Accessories for your creativity
Light shapers

Application Example
A

B
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